Barista Quality Pour-Over at Home – The Hamilton Beach® Convenient Craft™ Automatic or Manual Pour-Over Coffee Maker gives you 2 ways to brew rich, flavorful pour-over coffee from your kitchen. Use the machine’s automated process when it’s convenient, or brew pour-over manually. You control the bloom cycle, temperature and brew strength for perfectly crafted pour-over coffee. The display guides you through each step of the brewing process, for a precise and balanced cup of coffee.

Goodbye Guesswork – The integrated scale counts down as you add ground coffee for both manual and automated brewing. It removes the guesswork and ensures you’re adding the exact amount of coffee grounds for the optimum coffee to water ratio every time.

Extract Coffee’s Full Flavor – Coffee aficionados rely on pour-over as a preferred method to extract the richest flavor from coffee beans. The oversized 12-hole showerhead evenly saturates coffee grounds at the ideal 195 – 205 degrees, to extract the balanced flavors of your coffee. Use for automatic brewing or swivel the showerhead out of the way for traditional pour-overs.

Your Coffee, Your Way – Adjust the brew strength in 5 increments from mild to bold. You can also choose to brew your coffee hot or extra hot which ranges between 195 – 205 degrees depending on the selected setting. The keep warm function works for both automatic and manual pour-over brews, and automatically turns off after 2 hours for peace of mind.
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